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1. INTRODUCTION 
The combinatorial properties of Young diagrams have been widely utilised 
in the study of the p-modular composition factors of the Specht modules, 
both in the work of James on the dominance order of partitions [ 1 ] and the 
Nakayama Conjecture [4] which determines the p-blocks in terms of classes 
of diagrams with a common p-core. We shall now show that both of these 
results can be considerably sharpened by using the analogous properties of 
standard Young tableaux. By way of example, we present an easy proof of 
result of James which gives the leading element of each row of the decom- 
position matrix. 
2. HOMOMORPHISMS AND THE ORDERING OF TABLEAUX 
Let K be a field of characteristic p, S, the symmetric group on n letters, 
and S” the Specht module over K corresponding to a partition ,u of n; for the 
rest, we adopt the notation developed in [ 3, 41. Partitions are partially 
ordered by the dominance relation, A 4 ,U if for all i, A, + A, + ... + Ai I 
PI fiu, + ... + pi, and partitioned into equivalence classes B, , B,,... by the 
relation A -P p if the Young diagrams [Al and [p] have the same p-residues 
(or, equivalently, the same p-core). It is well known that if 1 is a p-regular 
partition, then SA has a unique top composition factor DA, and that all the 
composition factors of 5’” are of the form DA, where ,U -P 1, ,D 4 1 [ 11. 
The relation -P is extended to tableaux [4] by defining t -p t* if each 
u I n occupies a node of the same p-residue in t and t*; this partitions the 
standard Bi tableaux into equivalence classes Tj, j = 1,2,... . The standard ,I,- 
tableaux enumerated in the last-letter order of 131 are ty, t:,... . tz is 
associated with a monomial, which we shall call zi (or, equivalently, a 
tabloid (ti} (1, p. lo] if the reader prefers), a standard Specht polynomial 
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(or polytabloid) et, and an element gf: of the “seminormal” basis for S” 
derived in [4]. Associated with the class TJ we have an idempotent element 
Fj of KS, such that 
gf = Fje;, 
F;g; = g;: if ti E Ti, 
F;g; = 0 if tr@Tj. 
In [3], the dominance relation is extended to monomials, but it is useful to 
express this directly in terms of tableaux. Suppose that t is an arbitrary 
tableau, and zI is the corresponding monomial, and let 1” be the tableau with 
u nodes obtained by removing the numbers u + 1, u + 2,... from t. Unless t is 
standard, tU does not necessarily correspond to a proper diagram, since it 
may have missing nodes in rows and columns; however, it defines a (not 
necessarily proper) partition of u, which we shall denote by x(P). It is easy 
to verify that t a t* if and only if X(P) 4 r(t*U) for all u I n. If t and t* 
are standard, we shall write t I! t * in this case. 
2.2. LEMMA. If t and t” are standard tableaux of arbitrary shapes, then 
either t a t* or some pair of numbers appears in the same row oft and the 
same column oft”. 
Proof Since t and t” are standard, tU and P are also standard, and 
[n(P)], [n(t*“)] are proper diagrams with u nodes. In this case, Lemma 4.6 
of [ 1] states that either Ir(t”) a n(t*U) or some pair of numbers appears in 
the same row of t” and the same column of t*“. Since this is true for each u, 
the Lemma follows. 
Let x be an arbitrary element of S”; we shall say that a tableau t 
dominates x (and write x u t) if x contains no monomial .zf* such that 
z* a zt\. zt* can occur in e, only if t * 4 t, and zt occurs in e, with coef- 
ficient 1, so that if x CI t$ then the coefficient of zf in x is also the coef- 
ficient of e: in the expansion of x in terms of the standard basis; from [4] we 
see that this is also the coefficient of g; in the seminormal expansion of x. 
This coefficient is < x, zz >, where < , > is the usual bilinear form on 
monomials [ 1, p. 14 ]. If k is the largest subscript such that e: occurs in the 
expansion of x with non-zero coefficient, we shall say that tt is the leading 
tableau of x, and denote it by t(x). 
2.3. THEOREM. Let A be a p-regular partition, U a KS,-submodule of S’ 
and w: SA -+ S’/U a KS,-homomorphism; then for each 1 we may write 
t&g:) =x, + U, where x, is a linear combination of elements of the form g: 
such that t; 4 t:, t: -D t:. 
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ProoJ Let C(t:) be the column permutation group of tf, and ret the 
signed column sum 
K: = C sgn(a). u. 
occ(1;) 
If tf $I tf then two numbers, v and w, say, appear in the same column of t:, 
so that ret has a factor 1 - (VW), and in the same row of t;, so that 
K:Z~ = 0. It can be shown [ 1, p. 381 that since A is p-regular, if t* is the 
tableau obtained from tf by reversing the rows then K:e,, is a non-zero 
multiple of et, say, he:, and also that for any x, y, < x, ICKY > = 
< K:X, y >. Thus if t: E Tj and v(el,) =y + U we have 
ty(gf) = ty(h-‘Fjrcfe,*) 
= h-‘FjK;y + u. 
Either KAY is zero, and the Theorem trivial, or it has at least one dominant 
tableau t;, so that the coefficient of g; in the expansion of rcfy is 
(zt, K: Y> = (‘+: 3 Y); 
for this to be non-zero, we must have tf;’ g tf . Thus K: ,v is a linear 
combination of terms gt with t; 4 tf, and by (2.1) Fj~f-y is the sum of 
those terms for which also t; -P tf . 
It is more transparent to express this Theorem purely in terms of tableaux. 
Notice that any set of elements of S” with distinct leading tableaux is 
linearly independent. For a KS,-submodule U of S”, let T(U) = {ti : t; = t(x) 
for some x E T(U)}. Then the cardinality of T(U) is the K-dimension of U, 
and we may extract a K-basis for U such that each element has a distinct 
leading tableau, i.e., for each tf E T(U) there is a basis element xi such that 
t(x;) = tf . Observe that T(U) is completely determined by U, and that if V 
is also a submodule with Vc U then T(U) c T(U), and we may extend our 
notation to the factor module U/V by setting T(U/ V) = T(U) - T(V). We 
shall refer to T(U/V) as a t-cover of U/V. 
Suppose that U/Vr DA. DA = SA/(Sa n SAL), where S”’ is the 
orthogonal complement of SA, and we may choose a basis xf , x:, ... of Sa 
which includes a basis for SA n SALi, and such that for each 1, t(x:) = tf . 
There is a non-zero KS”-homomorphism w: S’ -+ U/V such that if 
tq(xf) = y, + V then the elements of Y = { y,: tf E T(D’\)} are linearly 
independent, and moreover we can adjust the basis {xf } so that each element 
of Y has a distinct leading tableau, i.e., T(U/V) = {t(y,): y, E Y}. Thus the 
map defined by y’(tf) = t(y,) is an isomorphism of sets from T(D*) onto 
T(U/V). Combining this with Theorem 2.3 gives 
2.4. THEOREM. Let U/V be a KS.-composition factor of S” isomorphic 
to Da; then there is a set isomorphism I@ : T(D*) -+ T(U/V) such that 
v’(t:) I! t:, v’(t:) NP t:. 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO DECOMPOSITION MATRICES 
Let us assume that all partitions under consideration belong to B,, so that 
we may suppress the label i whenever the partition is specified. We will write 
T@ for the set of standard ,u-tableaux, and Tg for T(D’); let T@’ = T@ n Tj, 
Tf = T; n Tj. T”‘, Tf are respective t-covers for the K-direct summands 
S”’ = FjS”, D”’ = FjD” of S@ and D’. By the orthogonality of the 
subspaces S’j we have D’j z S”j/(Pj n Pi’) if S”j is noiizero. Theorem 
2.3 shows that a composition series for S@ may be restricted to a series of K- 
factor modules for S”j, in which each DA is replaced by the corresponding 
D A.i 
Theorem 2.4 shows that each tableau in Twj can be “covered” by a 
particular tableau from the corresponding Ty, so that the multiplicity of DA 
as a composition factor of S’ cannot exceed minj(] T’ji/i T$l). The transfor- 
mation from the standard to the seminormal basis transforms the Gram 
matrix G’ with elements (e;, e;), k, 1= 1, 2,..., d, into a direct sum of 
matrices G’j, where G”’ has elements (g;, g:), ti, t’; E T”‘, and ] T”djl = 
Dim,(D“) is equal to the p-rank of G j; however, this matrix is not easy to 
calculate. There is one case which requires no calculation; if there is no 1 
with ;1 a ,u for which T’j is non-empty, then Tgj = T”j, since no tableau of 
T”j can be covered by any but itself by the rules of Theorem 2.4. We shall 
now show that for each p-regular p there is at least one j for which this 
condition is satisfied. 
James has introduced the useful notion of a ladder [2]. The kth ladder is 
the sequence of nodes (k, l), (k --p + 1,2),..., (k - (I - l)(p - I), 1), where f 
is the integer quotient k t (p - 1); a p-ladder is the intersection of [,u] with a 
ladder. We shall say a p-ladder is complete if it contains all the nodes of the 
ladder, and unbroken if whenever it contains a node it contains all later 
nodes in the sequence, i.e., all higher nodes in the ladder. All nodes of a 
ladder have the same p-residue; [p] is p-regular if and only if all its ladders 
are unbroken, and is a p-core if all its ladders are complete (the conjugate 
diagram is also a p-core). Let &! be the number of nodes in the kth p-ladder; 
there is precisely one p-regular diagram [@I such that for all k, Zt = If. We 
illustrate this by marking the ladders of p = [6,34] and ,ii= [6,42, 22] for 
p = 3; the process by which ,C is obtained is self-evident. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 
2 4 6 2 4 6 8 
3 5 7 3 5 7 9 
4 6 8 4 6 
5 7 9 5 7 
Ladders 1 to 6 are complete in both diagrams, ladders 8 and 9 are broken in 
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the first but not the second. The sequence 17, 1;) . . . defines a partition 1’ of 
iz, though the parts are not necessarily in non-decreasing order. 
3.1. LEMMA. IflA41’thenp=4g4X. 
Proof. Either p = ,& or p is obtained from k by sliding some nodes down 
their respective ladders, and therefore into later rows, so that p u F. 
Similarly, either @ = 1 or b is obtained from 1 by moving some nodes into 
earlier ladders, and thus necessarily into later rows, since the ladders of I are 
unbroken, so that g (I I. 
Suppose that we insert the numbers 1, 2,..., n into [p] in order, filling each 
ladder in arbitrary order, but ensuring that it is filled before proceeding to 
the next. The result is a standard tableau, which we shall call a ladder 
tableau. There are nk 1: ! ladder tableaux in TV, and obviously they 
comprise an equivalence class T”j; we shall call this the ladder component of 
TM. 
3.2. LEMMA. If t: is a ladder tableau, and tf -P t$, then ,u g p 4 1. 
Proof: Consider the construction of tr by inserting the numbers in order. 
The first number to go in a later ladder than in tf would skip at least p - 1 
ladders in order to preserve its p-residue, and since all these ladders would be 
empty, it could not be adjacent to an earlier node. Therefore no number can 
occur in a later ladder of tz than of tf , so that 1’ g 1” and ,D a ,Z 9 I by 
Lemma 3.1. 
3.3. THEOREM. If A is p-regular, and TAj is the ladder component of TA, 
then T’j = Taj II’ 
ProoJ By the previous Lemma, Tgj is empty if ,I (1 ,u, and so T’j = Tf. 
3.4. THEOREM (James [2]). For any partition ,u, DC is a composition 
factor of S’ with multiplicity one, and $DA is also a composition factor then 
,lig 1. 
ProoJ If DA is a composition factor of SU then the ladder tableaux of T1 
must cover certain p-tableaux, so that b 4 A. Some composition factor D-l 
must cover at least one ladder p-tableau, so that ,I g @, and therefore ,I = ,LI 
D”‘ is therefore a composition factor of S”, with multiplicity one since there 
are exactly as many ladder tableaux in T; as in T”. 
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